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Abstract
The community excursion‐based elective course (CE) has been designed for
the Intensive English Program (IEP) at the International Language Institute (ILI) in
Northampton, Massachusetts. The class provides access and information to
international adult learners who are interested in learning more about the local
community and culture for academic, professional and personal purposes. CE
students will be exposed to various businesses, organizations, institutions and
services in the community while being fully supported by a qualified teacher.
The types of excursions identified in this Capstone project differ in several
ways from the extra‐curricular activities and cultural exchanges that are commonly
offered by most IEPs. First of all, these excursions are designed to focus on the
everyday routines and practices of each hosting site. Secondly, students will
participate in site tours and have discussions with each hosting community
representative with the purpose of developing intercultural competency and
language acquisition. Finally, students will spend a third of the elective reflecting
upon their authentic experiences for the purpose of gaining a deeper understanding
of their host community.
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Introduction
My aim, in this capstone paper, is to demonstrate how a community
excursion‐based elective class is both a meaningful and worthwhile endeavor for
Intensive English Programs (IEPs). This capstone was written as a partial
requirement for my Masters degree in International Education at SIT and its
organization reflects some of the programming components that are highly valued
by my graduate institution.
The beginning sections of my paper provide a description of the International
Language Institute (ILI) in Northampton, Massachusetts where I interned to fulfill
my practicum requirement for my Master’s degree. Readers will become familiar
with the school’s background information and mission that aims to promote
intercultural understanding and quality language instruction (International
Language Institute [ILI], 2011a). Readers will also become familiar with the IEP
student population and with the structure of the IEP itself.
The next sections of my Capstone focus largely on the need and proposed
curriculum for a community, excursion‐based IEP elective. The need is identified on
both organizational and professional levels. The curriculum has been designed to
reflect the literature and theories primarily pertaining to language acquisition,
intercultural competency, and experiential education.
The final sections identify, and then address, some of the possible challenges
that can be associated with offering a community, excursion‐based class. The
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Capstone concludes by identifying key elements of this elective so that they may be
incorporated, at least in some capacity, into other IEPs across the country.

Background
The International Language Institute is a private, not‐for‐profit institution
that is located in the small, yet culturally and academically rich, town of
Northampton, Massachusetts. Since 1984, the institution has earned a distinguished
international reputation for its excellent language and teacher training programs
(ILI, 2011). ILI is accredited by both the Accrediting Council for Continuing
Education & Training (ACCET) and the International Association of Language
Centres (IALC). ILI is also a member of the American Association of Intensive
English Programs (AAIEP) and is associated with Education USA (ILI, 2011a).
Approximately 25 international students, over the age of 18, enroll in ILI’s
Intensive English Program each month and stay, on average, for three months.
Many students choose to enroll in this program as a gateway experience into
American college. As a founding member of Study Western Massachusetts, ILI has
worked hard to establish connections with local, reputable colleges who will grant
conditional acceptance to ILI’s students who demonstrate a specific level of English
proficiency. These colleges include: Greenfield Community College, Springfield
College, Western New England University, Bay Path College, Elms College, Westfield
State University and SIT Graduate Institute(ILI, 2011a).
Students in the IEP receive 21 hours of instruction each week. Classes have
traditionally been structured so that students attend leveled English classes in the
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mornings and then participate in a variety of elective courses offered in the
afternoons. The elective schedule typically changes each month depending on such
factors as student enrollment, student interests and staffing. A sample of these
elective courses includes: American Culture, Current Events, American Literature,
Art & Culture, Pronunciation through Song, Idioms through Movies, Literature for
College, TOEFL Drills, Debating Controversial Issues, Listening to College Lectures
and Writing College Essays (ILI, 2011b).

Rationale
An increasing number of international students are choosing to pursue
higher education in the United States each year. In an effort to prepare for this
education, many students are electing to study English in one of over 500 of the
nations IEPs (Institute of International Education, 2011). While the majority of
students enter the U.S. on their own, without any cultural orientation or external
financial support, other students are fortunate enough to enter the country with the
support of such programs as the prestigious Fulbright. Even then, according to one
Fulbright representative, “success … depends on participants’ ability to understand
and adjust to U.S. culture” (Acclimation and Cultural Adjustment section, para. 4).
ILI recognizes the importance of teaching culture as well as language
competency and this value is reflected in their mission (identified in the
Introduction section of this Capstone project). To expose their students to local,
American culture, ILI has highly promoted their homestay program as well as their
extra‐curricular activities. These activities, in the past, have included trips to such
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places as: museums, fairs, local events and festivals, parks and other outdoor
recreations sites, spectator events, and more. IEP students are also introduced to
American culture through their daily curriculum and optional classroom‐based
electives that incorporate lessons on current events and American history.
As an intern at ILI, I had the opportunity to discuss cultural acquisition with
both the IEP staff and students. While I learned that the experiences and
opportunities being offered to the students had many benefits, I also gained a
greater understanding of their challenges. The following paragraphs describe these
challenges.
With respect to homestays, I learned that cultural acquisition is limited by
such things as the host’s interests, knowledge, and experiences. Additionally,
students can have negative homestay experiences as a result of such things as
possible time constraints and even fear although students are encouraged to discuss
these sorts of issues with the homestay coordinator so that they may be resolved.
With respect to extra‐curricular activities, I learned that cultural acquisition
could be limited by both the quality and quantity of programming. More often than
not, students are exposed to cultural highlights and do not necessarily gain an
appreciation for the people, places and things behind the scenes that make things
function in the way that is culturally practiced. Additionally, students do not always
feel supported in their understanding of cultural issues because of language barriers
and/or lack of guidance. Students can also feel unchallenged and frustrated when
programming is limited or cancelled.
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Finally, when it comes to classroom‐based lessons, students often lose the
benefits that are associated with active engagement. Students miss out on hearing
authentic language being practiced in its natural context and they also miss out on
witnessing such things as non‐verbal communication patterns and conventional
cultural behaviors. Inside the classroom, the teacher also plays the role of the sage
on the stage and often provides the sole viewpoint for clarifying any student
uncertainties and/or misunderstandings.
After learning about these cultural acquisition challenges, I decided that I
would offer yet another, hopefully more supportive, opportunity for students to
learn about the local, American culture. Authors Andresen, Boud and Cohen wrote
the following:
One of this century’s most influential educational thinkers, John Dewey,
argued that ‘all genuine education comes through experience [but] … not all
experiences are genuinely or equally educative.’ Current thinking might
amplify this and suggest that the learning is likely to be recognized and
applied only in so far as the learner actively reflects upon the experience (as
cited in Foley, 2000, p. 228).
With this philosophy in mind, I began to develop an elective course that
would offer students the opportunity to go into the local community to explore the
businesses, organizations, institutions, and services. The main goal for this course
would be to expose students to the everyday routines, beliefs and practices of the
people that, ultimately, shape and define the local culture. The design of this course
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would also evolve to include the essential pre and post excursion lessons that would
further support the students in their cultural awareness and understanding.

Theoretical Foundations:
The design and curriculum of the CE elective draws heavily from theories
that describe intercultural competency, language acquisition and experiential
education. Many of the elements of the CE course also naturally recognize concepts
that are commonly identified in student development and adult learning theories
but these theories will not be specifically addressed in this section.

Intercultural Competency (ICC)
Alvino Fantini, a well‐respected authority on ICC, has written the following
about the importance of intercultural education:
In countries where ethnic diversity is on the rise—whether due to political
upheavals, economic conditions, climatic catastrophes, shifting populations,
or simply increased contact among people of different backgrounds—
successful relationships with friends, neighbors and intercultural partners
depend on an ability to deal with differences in a positive manner. From the
arena of international business to the intimacy of family life, there is an
increasing need to be able to deal effectively and appropriately with diversity,
whether ethnic, racial, religious or cultural (2000, p.26).
He continues to stress how important international and intercultural
organizations are to enabling students to gain this intercultural competency that
helps them become more effective in their chosen fields—“whether in social work,
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education, politics, business, or others” (p. 26). Although Fantini didn’t specifically
identify language programs as being part of these organizations, they should also be
recognized for their responsibility in developing students’ intercultural competency.
While the value of teaching culture is often recognized by most language
institutions and educators, the question often arises, as to how it can best be taught.
As researcher Dimitrios Thanasoulas wrote, “admittedly, we cannot teach culture
any more than we can teach anyone how to breathe” (2001, Incorporating Culture
into the Foreign Language Classroom section, para. 1). According to the experts in
ICC, however, we can learn that it is indeed quite possible for culture to be taught—
especially through the modern approach described by the highly respected ICC
authority, Milton Bennett.
Bennett (1998) suggests that modern methods of teaching culture should
stress the subjective side of culture (also referred to as upper‐case culture), which
focuses on the “psychological features that define a group of people—their everyday
thinking and behavior” (p.3). This is in contrast to the traditional method of
teaching culture that stresses the objective side (also referred to as lower‐case
culture), which focuses on the “social, economic, political, and linguistic systems
…that are usually included in area studies or history courses” (p.3). His reasoning
for teaching the subjective side of culture stems from the following, “one can know a
lot about the history of a culture and still not be able to communicate with an actual
person from that culture [and while] understanding objective culture may create
knowledge… it doesn’t necessarily generate competence (p.3).”
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This emphasis, on teaching the subjective side of culture, should be highly
embraced by IEPs today because many programs aim to prepare their students for
higher education in the United States. Today this education, for example, often
requires that students work in teams on various kinds of group projects that require
knowledge and skills in intercultural competency. Excursion‐based initiatives, such
as the one described in this Capstone, can help international students to develop
their awareness and understanding of accepted American values, beliefs, and
behaviors which will better prepare them for communicating with their future
classmates.

Language Acquisition
Steven Krashen is a leading expert in the field of linguistics who specializes in
theories of language acquisition and development. His theory, states that:
A second language is most successfully acquired when the conditions are
similar to those present in first language acquisition: that is, when the focus
of instruction is on meaning rather than form; when the language input is at
or just above the proficiency of the learner; and when there is sufficient
opportunity to engage in meaningful use of that language in a relatively
anxiety‐free environment (as cited in Jager‐Vanderwal, 2004, p.33).
Krashen’s Language Acquisition theory has developed, in part, from his
hypotheses around the concepts of input and affective filters. According to
researcher Ricardo Schütz, the input hypothesis, “improves and progresses [the
learner] along the 'natural order' when he/she receives second language 'input' that
is one step beyond his/her current stage of linguistic competence” (Description of
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Stephen Krashen’s Theory of Second Language Acquisition section, 2007, para. 8).
The affective filter hypothesis identifies that “learners with high motivation, self‐
confidence, a good self‐image, and a low level of anxiety are better equipped for
success in second language acquisition. Low motivation, low self‐esteem, and
debilitating anxiety can combine to 'raise' the affective filter and form a 'mental
block' that prevents comprehensible input from being used for acquisition”
(Description of Stephen Krashen’s Theory of Second Language Acquisition section,
2007, para. 9).
The design of the CE elective class (as described later in the Curriculum
section of this Capstone project) has been developed with these hypotheses in mind.
Although it might be difficult to ensure that the “language input” is just one step
above that of the learners, teachers will do their best to prepare the students by
presenting commonly associated vocabulary and concepts. The teacher will also
provide this information, in advance, to the hosting community representatives who
will try to incorporate it into their discussion. By presenting this information to
both the students and the hosts, the experience can begin on an identified level of
shared common knowledge.
The CE elective class will also aim to reduce students’ “affective filters” by
creating a supportive and stimulating environment both inside and outside of the
classroom. The CE teacher will organize excursions into monthly themed units,
which will be introduced to the students prior to the course sign‐up date (Appendix
A). Students who are interested in the themed subjects will then enroll in the class
with other students who are also interested in the same theme. Additional extra‐
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curricular activities can be organized to correspond with the themes of the CE
course each month (Appendix B) but will be organized independently of the elective.
Over the duration of each course, students will become extremely knowledgeable on
the subject matter, which will ultimately lead to the promotion of lengthier, more
engaging communication between students. In the end, this newly developed
knowledge might also inspire some students to seek additional information and
opinions from other, external, local sources.

Experiential Education
Advocates of experiential education, such as John Dewey, Paolo Freire, and
David Kolb, frequently place value on educational activity that takes place outside of
traditional classroom walls. They promote such concepts as learning by doing and
teaching to multiple intelligences—both of which are recognized in the design and
curriculum of this proposed CE elective.
Unfortunately, the philosophy of experiential learning has its critics and
skeptics even though programs of sponsored experiential learning are on the
increase in higher education (Kolb, 1984, p. 3). This skepticism seems to be
especially prevalent amongst audiences outside of the Western world who still place
a lot of value on traditional, teacher‐centered education. For these audiences, it is
especially important that educators stress the benefits of the theory’s reflective
component. Researcher Sonja Knutson described how experience is “only the first
step in the learning process, and for learning to be drawn from it, the experience
must be followed by the vital step of reflection” (2003, p. 53). She continued to say
that experience‐based learning only “becomes experiential when elements of
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reflection, support, and transfer are added to the basic experience, transforming a
simple activity into an opportunity for learning” (p. 54).
The CE elective has been designed with a third of the coursework to be
devoted to the act of reflection. The reflection will take place following each
excursion and will be practiced in both group and individual activities under the
continuous support of the CE teacher. This reflective component will also be a
major factor that helps to differentiate the excursion class from other ILI activities.

Needs Assessment
The immediate need and support for this CE elective was derived from
background discussion collected from the ILI administration and staff, the IEP
teachers and also the IEP students. This need was further solidified by the feedback
that I received from the pilot CE class. Additional information was later collected
from a targeted IEP survey that further identified the need for, and interest in, a
community, excursion‐based class for IEPs.

Background Discussion
ILI Administration and Office Staff
The administration and office staff, as identified in Appendix C, has long
recognized the Northampton community as being one of its greatest assets. ILI’s
new marketing approach places great emphasis on this small, yet vibrant and
diverse, town by portraying it on their website and on the backs of their business
cards. The members of this group believed that a community, excursion‐based
elective would enable students to connect more deeply with all of the exceptional
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local organizations, institutions, businesses and services that help to make the
community so unique. They also hoped that the experience could potentially inspire
students to study and stay longer—perhaps even returning for a future experience
with their friends.
Several members of this group also expressed the need for an elective that
would support and enhance community relations between ILI and the local
Northampton community. Even though this not‐for‐profit institution already had a
supportive circle of friends in the community, it was always seeking new ways to
expand that circle knowing that its very survival depended upon the generosity of
the community. The ILI administrators believed that this proposed community‐
based elective would help ILI to become more visible to the community, which could
possibly attract increased interest from potential students and financial donors.
IEP Teachers
The IEP teachers expressed the need for their programming to reflect
students’ different learning styles. They believed that community excursions would
further extend learning opportunities to the students who preferred learning
through active engagement. They also acknowledged that learning opportunities
outside of the classroom walls would allow some students to feel less anxiety and
they felt that some students might also be more motivated to speak in natural
settings about real, tangible topics.
The IEP staff also knew the value of field trips from first‐hand experience as
they had led a few isolated field trips in the past. Unfortunately, they had not yet
found a way to incorporate them into their IEP curriculum on a regular basis. The
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IEP staff was also especially enthusiastic to have a teacher who was willing to lay
the groundwork for these experiences so that they could repeat them again in the
future.
IEP Students
Many of the IEP students that I spoke with expressed a high level of interest
in the possibility of having a community, excursion‐based elective. Many of the
students said that it would give them an opportunity to learn more about the town
of Northampton and the local residents. Other students were more excited about
the idea of getting out of the classroom on a regular basis and engaging in fun
experiences with their classmates. All of the students thought that the excursions
would be both informative and interesting and they said that the class would
definitely be something that they would consider as an afternoon elective.

Pilot Class Feedback
The twelve students, who participated in the first month‐long pilot class,
were asked to submit written feedback on the CE elective at the end of the course
(Appendix L). They were asked to reflect on their reasons for choosing the elective,
what they learned, and whether or not they would recommend it to a friend. The
student quotations that have been identified in the following paragraphs have
purposefully been left unedited so that readers may gain a richer, more authentic,
sense of the ILI students. The associated spelling and/or grammar mistakes are,
therefore, all intentional.
When asked why they signed up for the class, one student wrote, “I want to
learn the differents between my country and United States.” Another student wrote,
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“I learn quickly when I see things that why I sign up for this class.” Several of the
students wrote that they were interested in the class because they got to “do things”
and they all stated that they were interested in learning more about Northampton
and/or the United States.
When asked what they learned, one student wrote, “I had a great time every
class and I lrean a lot of vocablulary.” Another student wrote, “this was a first time I
went to library in my life and I’m going to chang my self because [of] that
[experience].”
Each of the students responded that they enjoyed the class and they all wrote
that they would highly recommend the elective to a friend. Many of the students
stated that they would be interested in taking the class again. One student wrote,
“This elective was really fun. The pace were awesome. I hpe this class continue on
Janually.” Another student wrote, “If next month have this class, I would like to sign
up.”
This overwhelmingly positive student feedback demonstrated the high levels
of interest and appreciation that the students had for the CE elective. This feedback
helped to ensure that the CE class was offered again the following month. As it
turned out, the class actually had a waitlist of students, which forced a limited
enrollment open to only those students who had not previously taken the class.

Professional Field Survey
I conducted a survey to gain a greater understanding of the various IEPs,
across the nation and then to specifically identify how they were teaching their
students about American culture (Appendix D). I was curious to know if the IEPs
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were taking their students out into the community as part of their programming and
regular curriculum and, if so, I wanted to know to what extent. I also wanted to
know if the participants would be interested in offering a community, excursion‐
based elective similar to the one that I am proposing in this capstone.
I created the survey using Survey Monkey, a web‐based survey support
company, and I used their “page logic” feature to direct the participants through a
series of questions. Although there were 11 questions in total, participants were
only exposed to the questions that had relevance to them. For example, the
participants were only asked to describe their previous excursion destinations if
they had previously indicated that they led their students on excursions.
The survey was distributed on both the AAIEP and NAFSA’s ELTA list‐serves.
Over a two‐week period, I received 42 completed surveys from IEPs across the
nation representing various program sizes, structures and locations. The following
paragraphs describe a summary of my findings. The entire survey, however, is
included as Appendix E.
How and Why IEPs are Teaching American Culture
The survey responses made it clear that the overwhelming majority of IEPs
were trying to teach American culture to their students as part of their curriculum.
More than half of the programs (61.4%) responded that they were teaching
American culture through a combination of regular daily curriculum and specific
elective opportunities. 18.2% of IEPs identified that they were teaching American
Culture only as part of in‐class daily curriculum while 9.1% identified that they were
teaching American Culture only as a specific elective. 11% of participants indicated
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that they were teaching American Culture in an “other” way which they further
described in the accompanying comment box. One of such responses indicated that
American Culture is being taught in the following way:
Mostly in orientation and then as it comes up in classes, but NOT [sic] a
specific major goal. Frankly, today’s students are not very concerned about
American culture. It’s not the draw that it once was, in my opinion. Many
students now resent the approach of saying they should learn our
culture…they see it as a form of smugness or cultural superiority on our part.
Chinese especially show little interest (Question 7, participant 1)
While this response is unique in its viewpoint, it does illustrate the fact that
not all students want to learn about American Culture. In addressing this response,
I would like to highlight the fact that my proposal is for an elective class as opposed
to a mandatory class that all students are required to attend. This response also
illustrates the fact that we must pay careful attention to our approach in teaching
culture—always remembering to be respectful and open to others ideas while being
conscious of the way that we are portraying ourselves and our culture.
Quality of Community‐based Programming
When the participants were asked to describe the destinations for their
excursions, the responses frequently included the following places: museums,
restaurants, parks and other recreational sites, movies, shops, local fairs, sporting
events and music events. While this list is quite extensive, it also appears that the
majority of these experiences are more representative of the objective side of
culture as opposed to the subjective side of culture that I am attempting to address
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in my capstone proposal. It is my hope that IEPs will begin to recognize the
difference in these types of community‐based experiences and will begin to place
more value on the types of experiences that can expose students to the everyday
routines and practices of local business, organizations, services and institutions.
Unfortunately, the survey did not ask participants whether or not their
identified community‐based experiences were accompanied by pre and post
classroom‐based lessons. It is also my hope that this capstone will identify why
these lessons should be added into community‐based programming initiatives.
Quantity of Community‐based Programming
When the participants were asked to identify how often their students were able
to participate in the IEP community‐based excursions, their responses often
indicated “once a month” and “once per session.” I found these responses to be
quite surprising especially in light of the fact that many of these participants also
indicated that they placed a lot of value on regularly introducing their IEP students
to their community. In response to this, I would urge IEPs to reconsider all of the
benefits that are associated with the educational activity that takes place outside of
the traditional classroom walls and try to create more opportunities, such as my
proposed elective, that allow for more of this type of programming.
The overall results of this survey clearly illustrated that the majority of IEPs
value community‐based learning opportunities as a method of teaching students
about American culture. Unfortunately, there exists a great deal of variation in
terms of both quality and quantity of programming opportunities. The final
question of the survey indicated that 66.7% of the participants were interested in
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considering a community, excursion‐based elective that exposes students to the
everyday routines and practices of local residents. The remaining participants
expressed some hesitancy stemming from several perceived challenges, which are
addressed in the Challenges section of this Capstone paper.

Program Description
This Capstone project proposes that ILI’s Community Excursion‐based
Elective, (CE) should be offered as one of the regular afternoon elective choices in
the Intensive English Program. It proposes that the elective should be offered on a
monthly basis depending on such factors as student enrollment and staffing. It
recommends that enrolled students should participate in three separate afternoon
classes that divide the curriculum into pre‐excursion, excursion and post‐excursion
lessons (Appendix F). Each proposed class should be 90 minutes and should be
organized according to the PPP teaching model (further described in the Curriculum
section of this Capstone).
The CE curriculum has been designed to teach students about the everyday
routines and practices of local businesses, organizations, institutions and services.
The aim of each excursion component is to expose students to locally accepted
concepts and practiced routines. Many of these excursions will also allow the
students to see and experience local places in a much greater way than they would
have been able to on their own as demonstrated in Appendix G.
Lessons should be planned paying careful attention to students’ mental and
physical well‐being. The intent should not be to promote these local ideas or
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suggest that they should alter or de‐value the beliefs and/or practices that exist in
other places around the world. While hosting community representatives should be
encouraged to ask the students about their own countries, they should also be
expected to demonstrate the utmost respect towards each IEP student. The CE
teacher should address this issue of respect in an information packet that is
suggested to be sent out to each hosting community representative prior to the CE
site visit (Appendix H). Students should also be expected to demonstrate
professional conduct while on all community excursions.

Student Admissions and Enrollment
Traditionally, student intake for ILI’s Intensive English Program occurs at the
beginning of each month. All IEP students are required to attend 21 hours of class
time each week. Classes are organized following an orientation session and
placement testing. Students are then placed into classes according to their level of
English proficiency. Students typically attend their assigned class each morning of
the IEP and then change classes in the afternoon to participate in a variety of
elective classes. This schedule sometimes changes, however, as a result of student
enrollment and staffing.
Students are typically asked to select their elective preferences on the first
day of each monthly IEP session. To organize these electives, each student is given a
handout that identifies and describes the elective choices being offered. Students
rank their top choices based on interest and need. While some of these electives
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require that students demonstrate a specific level of English proficiency, it is quite
possible for the CE elective to be offered to students of all levels.
Most IEP electives also have limitations on enrollment. For the CE elective,
there must be a minimum of four students and a maximum of twelve students
enrolled each month in order for many of the hosting community sites to both
welcome and accommodate the group. While it is possible for students to enroll in
this class each month, it might be necessary to limit enrollment to only those
students who have not yet previously taken the class. This would specifically occur
if student interest exceeds the number of enrollment spots. This strategy will
hopefully enable more students to have the opportunity to participate in the elective.

Staffing Plan
ILI currently employs two full time IEP teachers who are responsible for
teaching the majority of the IEP curriculum. Additional TESOL trained staff and
volunteers are recruited to teach afternoon elective classes in the sessions with
higher than average student enrollment. These additional classes serve to broaden
the curriculum and meet students’ larger circle of interests.
The afternoon electives are typically organized so that the full‐time IEP
teachers offer the higher level English lessons such as Academic Writing and TOEFL
Test Prep, while the other ILI staff and volunteers teach such classes as American
History, American Literature, American Culture, Current Events, and Debate just to
name a few. The schedule for these electives is usually developed on a monthly
basis and reflects the needs and interests of both students and staff.
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The CE elective has proven to be most effective when it is taught over a
period of three classes each week thus allowing for a pre‐excursion class, an
excursion class and a post‐excursion class. With this in mind, it is essential that the
ideal staffing candidate for the CE elective be able to dedicate three elective periods
a week to facilitate and teach the class. The position also requires additional time to
coordinate each excursion, lesson plan and respond to student blogs. All individuals
teaching in IEP electives will also be encouraged to attend monthly ILI workshops
where they will have the opportunity to gain and share information on such topics
as intercultural communication, culture shock, and learning theories.
The ideal staffing candidate for the CE elective should also have familiarity
with both ILI and the IEP. Strong candidates include: previous graduates of ILI’s
TESOL [Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages] class as well as local
long‐term residents. Interested interns from one of the numerous local colleges
should also encouraged to apply. More specific information on this job position is
identified in Appendix I.

Goals and Objectives
Program
Goal 1: To create a positive and safe learning environment


Objective 1a: The program will offer curriculum that will satisfy different
learning styles



Objective 1b: Each excursion site will be appropriate for student’s physical
and mental well‐being.



Objective 1c: The program will demand the use of professionalism and
respect both in and out of the classroom.
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Goal 2: To develop students’ understanding of local American culture


Objective 2a: The program will expose students to a variety of local
businesses, institutions, organizations, and services that reflect local
American culture by taking them on weekly community excursions.



Objective 2b: The CE teacher and hosting community representatives will be
flexible and adaptable in their teaching and will embrace ‘teachable moments’
that bring clear meaning to student observations and experiences



Objective 2c: The CE teacher and community host representatives will aim to
address any stereotypes and cultural misconceptions.

Goal 3: To develop students’ English language acquisition in a meaningful way


Objective 3a: The CE teacher will teach vocabulary that is associated with
each new excursion site.



Objective 3b: Hosting community representatives will use the target
vocabulary and concepts in a natural context.



Objective 3c: Each hosting community representative will invite students to
ask questions and make comments.



Objective 3d: The students will use their newly acquired target language and
concepts in their oral and written reflections.

Goal 4: To foster relationships between ILI and the community in and around
Northampton.


Objective 4a: ILI will reach out to community businesses, institutions,
organizations and services to share their expertise.



Objective 4b: Students will gain understanding and appreciation for each
new excursion site.



Objective 4c: Students will have the opportunity to develop new interests in
Northampton and the surrounding community.



Objective 4d: Individuals in and around Northampton will gain a greater
understanding of ILI and could possibly develop an interest in becoming
involved with ILI in the future on either a volunteer, participant or
sponsorship level.
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Participant
Goal 1: Develop confidence in their ability to communicate in English


Objective 1a: Participants will be given an opportunity to ask questions and
voice their opinion at each excursion site.



Objective 1b: With the support of the CE teacher, participants will be able to
reflect upon each excursion and then share their thoughts with others in
their class.



Objective 1c: Participants will give their classmates an uninterrupted period
to reflect and they will then respond to their classmates’ reflections in a
respectful manner.

Goal 2: Enhance their understanding of local American culture


Objective 2a: The curriculum will aim to combat such issues as stereotypes,
intolerance, xenophobia and ethnocentrism.



Objective 2b: Participants will demonstrate empathy towards local issues



Objective 2c: Participants will be more familiar with local behaviors and
routines and will be better able to function in various environments.

Goal 3: Form new relationships


Objective 3a: Participants will find commonalities with their peers while
interacting in shared experiences outside of the classroom.



Objective 3b: Participants will meet local professionals and residents and
will be less hesitant to interact with them in the future.

Curriculum
The CE curriculum reflects both ILI’s mission and philosophy by promoting
intercultural understanding through participatory, learner‐centered activities.
Students will develop both their English proficiency and intercultural
communication skills by participating in a variety of speaking, listening, reading and
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writing activities. These activities will include both whole class and individualized
tasks that are appreciated by adult learners.
The weekly curriculum is divided into three segments (classes) that are
identified as: Pre‐excursion, Excursion, and Post‐excursion (Appendix J). Each
individual class is taught following the “PPP” teaching approach (presentation,
practice and production). Bowen, states that in this traditional model, “the teacher
presents individual language forms, students practice the content in the form of
spoken and written exercises and then students produce and perform what they
have been learning in speaking or writing activities (as cited in Jager‐Vangerwal,
2004, p. 42).

Pre‐excursion:
Overall Aim: This is the lesson where the teacher introduces the excursion to the
students. The teacher will then elicit students’ prior knowledge around the
excursion before introducing new, targeted vocabulary. Students will gain an
understanding of the excursion site and its associated vocabulary through both
investigation and presentation.


Presentation‐ Teacher will introduce the excursion destination. Students will
also share their pre‐existing knowledge on the subject with their classmates.



Practice‐ Students will work in partners to research specific material on their
topic. For many lessons, students will read and interpret a section of the
hosting site’s webpage.



Production‐ Students will create posters to highlight important points and
ideas and they will then present their research to their classmates.
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Excursion:
Overall Aim: In this active learning stage, teachers will take a step back and act
as the “guide on the side” while the students will focus their attention on the
facilitating community representative. The community host representative will aim
to explain their everyday routines and practices while making reference to the
target vocabulary sheet that students had been using in the classroom. Students will
listen, make observations and ask questions to develop their level of understanding.


Presentation‐ Teacher will provide a brief orientation to the excursion site
and will introduce the students to the hosting community representative(s).



Practice‐ Students will listen to the hosting community representative(s) for
both understanding and awareness paying special attention to how the
target vocabulary is used in an authentic and meaningful context. Through
observations, students will develop their understanding of locally accepted
concepts and practiced routines.



Production‐ Students will apply the language skills that they have been
developing by asking questions and engaging in discussion that
demonstrates targeted vocabulary, applied research and recent observations.

Post‐excursion:
Overall Aim: This is the reflective stage whereby the teacher will first guide a
whole‐class reflective discussion prior to working one‐on‐one with students as they
write their individual reflections and posting them on a class blog (Appendix K).
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Presentation‐ The teacher will ask questions and share observations about
the excursion. The teacher will demonstrate and model reflection skills as
well as clarify any misunderstandings and/or confusion.



Practice‐ Students will orally reflect upon their excursion. Students will
strengthen their vocabulary, grammar and pronunciation as they reflect on
their observations and experience.



Production‐Students will write personal reflections and then post them on
the class blog. Students will be expected to respond to at least three of their
classmates’ entries by posting questions, comments, suggestions, etc.
Students can also post supplementary information such as excursion photos
and links to associated readings. The teacher can structure these reflections
for specific purposes e.g., comparative essays, descriptive essays, informative
essays, and opinion essays, giving students authentic practice that could be
applied to such things at TOEFL tests and college applications in the future.
It should be stated that this blog will be closely monitored and controlled by
the CE teacher and it will only be accessible by students in the CE course.
One blogging website that has proven to be effective and successful in the CE
pilot course was www.kidblog.org.

Procedures for absences and/or community excursion cancellations:


If a student, for whatever reason, is unable to attend a weekly excursion,
he/she will still be expected to listen and participate in the class discussion.
In lieu of a reflective essay, the student will be expected to write about the
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topic based on their research. The student will also be expected to complete
all expectations associated with the class Blog.


In the event that the hosting community representative cancels an excursion
at the last minute, the teacher will be prepared with an alternative lesson on
the theme being studied. The class will take place in the classroom and/or
the computer lab. The excursion class may, or may not, be rescheduled and
maybe offered as an optional class in the future.

Student Assessment
The CE elective will use various forms of authentic assessment to monitor
student progress and satisfaction in the areas of knowledge, skills, attitudes,
awareness and language acquisition. Students in the CE elective, will be expected to
provide both oral and written feedback following each individual excursion and
then again at the course end. As part of this weekly feedback, students will be asked
to reflect upon their experiences to identify their favorite and least favorite parts as
well as their most valuable lessons (Appendix G). As part of the course feedback,
students will be asked to give their overall opinion of the class as well as specific
information regarding the course design and delivery (Appendix L).
The most valuable form of assessment in the CE elective will stem from the
post‐excursion curriculum that requires students to write and post their excursion
reflections on a class Blog (Appendix K). While students are writing for the main
purpose of sharing their thoughts and opinions with each other, the CE teacher can
also use these Blog postings to gain a greater understanding of student progress and
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needs. Once the students post their reflections, they can benefit from both teacher
and peer feedback.

Course Evaluation
The combination of student feedback and reflection will help to shape the CE
elective in terms of its scheduling, curriculum and excursion selection. Student
enrollment can also indicate the level of student interest in the elective. The course
should be reviewed by the IEP Coordinator if fewer than four students choose to
participate in this elective in any given month

Logistics
Space


It is preferable for the CE course to use the computer lab as their classroom
space for the pre and post excursion classes to enable students to research each
community excursion site and then write on their class blog.

Schedule


Students must be prepared, on occasion, for class to extend beyond 2:30 on
the class excursion days.

Transportation


Students will walk together as a group from ILI to the majority of the hosting
community sites. Students must be prepared and ready to leave ILI on time.
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On occasion, students may need to take public transportation and/or taxis
back and forth between ILI and the hosting community sites. All students
will be aware of this possibility prior to enrollment. Students will be
required to pay, in advance, for this transportation.



Students needing to leave early from an excursion will be responsible for
their own safety and, if necessary, transportation.



Students can also arrange to use their own transportation to and from the
hosting community sites. Students who choose to either operate, or be a
passenger in, a privately owned vehicle do so at their risk. Any traffic or
parking violations will be the sole responsibility of the driver. Students who
choose to drive a privately owned vehicle are required to get driving
directions and emergency contact information before leaving ILI. Students
who choose to drive to a hosting community site should fuel their car prior to
coming to ILI.



Students who choose to travel to the hosting community site early, remain at
the site after the planned activity is completed, or who separate from the
group, do so at their own risk.

Weather


Students must come to class with the appropriate clothing and footwear.

Accessibility


It will be the responsibility of each student to alert his/her teacher in
advance of any special needs that will require attention while participating in
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each community excursion. The teacher will work with each hosting
community site to best accommodate these identified needs.


Each excursion will be carefully selected and the CE teacher will work
together with each hosting community representative so that they can best
accommodate every student.

Cancellations


In the event of a late cancellation by a hosting community site, class will be
held at ILI. If the community site is able to reschedule, the excursion will be
offered as an optional excursion.

Professional Expectations


While on excursion, students will be required to act in a professional manner.
Each student must come to class on time and must be dressed appropriately.

Academic Expectations


All previous assignments must be completed in order to participate in each
upcoming excursion.



All students are expected to participate in the post‐excursion class as well as
contribute to the weekly class blog even if they were unable to attend the
weekly excursion.

Health and Safety
The CE teacher will enforce a class environment that demonstrates a high
level of professionalism and respect. ILI has made it very clear in the Student
Handbook that there is zero tolerance for sexual harassment. Students should know
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that the ILI staff is available for personal support as well as academic and cultural
counseling. Students can find a list of staff e‐mails and phone numbers in the
Student Handbook. Students are also urged to reach out to ILI’s Educational
Counselor who is highly experienced in helping students in need of assistance.
All CE excursions are planned with student physical, mental and emotional
safety in mind. Because this class does take place away from the ILI campus
however, it is essential that the CE teacher be certified in CPR and First Aid. The CE
teacher will also be expected to attend ILI workshops that discuss such topics as
culture shock and mental health. In the event that a student feels uncomfortable or
gets injured, the CE teacher will assist the student and then get additional support if
needed. The CE teacher must inform both the IEP Coordinator and Director of
Programs if a student is at risk and an incident form must be completed and
submitted to the Director of Programs if necessary.

Crisis Management
Northampton is considered to be an overall safe town with both crime levels
and natural disasters below the national average (CityData.com, 2011). While on
campus, CE students follow emergency protocol established by ILI. All excursions
from the ILI campus are chosen with student safety in mind. In the event that an
unforeseeable situation occurs off‐campus, however, students should first attempt
to notify their teacher who will then assist them in getting the appropriate care. All
students should carry identification with them at all times. Student health forms
will also be kept on file at ILI and will be released to medical providers in the event
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of an emergency. For serious medical emergencies, students should call 911 or go to
the closest hospital. The Cooley‐Dickenson Hospital is located at: 30 Locust St.
Northampton.

Budget
The CE elective has been designed to take advantage of the resources within
a short radius of ILI. Occasionally, students will be required to take public
transportation to get to and from an excursion site. Rather than requesting this
money from ILI, the CE teacher will request that each student pay this
transportation fee in advance.
The CE elective does not anticipate any significant costs to ILI outside of
existing IEP budget. The elective will require a small allowance for envelopes and
stamps that will be used to send information from hosting community
representatives. These representatives will also receive a coupon that entitles them
to a 10% discount on World Language classes should they choose to enroll.

Potential Challenges for CE Elective
The national IEP survey asked participants whether or not they would
consider offering a regular elective class that takes students into the community to
gain exposure to the everyday routines and practices of local businesses,
organizations, institutions, and services. While the majority of the participants
indicated that they would either consider, or would possibly consider, an elective
such as this, a few of the participants expressed fears and/or hesitations that were
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associated with student interest, time and money, transportation and liability. As
one participant wrote:
It would be a lot of work for minimal interest and it would be very difficult to
get all the students ferried to places regularly. If I thought interest was
strong and I had a teacher who I could depend on to do all the legwork then
I’d say yes.
While these concerns are both valid and potentially challenging, they can still be
addressed and hopefully overcome. As many of these concerns were also expressed
at ILI, I am able to share some advice and strategies that helped to make the piloted
CE elective classes at ILI a success.
Challenge #1: Student Interest
Prior to the CE elective at ILI, the attendance for many extra‐curricular
activities had been fairly low. Several students told me that the main reasons for
this stemmed from a combination of: social fears, linguistic fears, lack of time, lack of
money, and transportation issues. When I proposed the idea of a community
excursion‐based elective, a few students expressed interest but said that they
needed to focus more on the “academic lessons.”
In comparison to extra‐curricular activities, a regular community excursion‐
based elective would provide students with necessary social and linguistic support
from their teacher as well as their classmates. Also, by providing this opportunity
during class hours, the experience would not interfere with such things as
afterschool bus schedules, homework and/or host family commitments. Students
should not be concerned with additional fees outside of an occasional, minimal
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transportation fee as the excursions are meant to be based on educational tours and
discussions and should be offered to students for free.
To address the challenge associated with the perceived lack of academic
value, I would stress how these community excursion‐based opportunities are able
to “foster growth in intercultural competence, reinforce and deepen classroom
learning about host societies, and contribute to students fluency in target languages”
(Steinberg, 2002). I would further stress how necessary these skills are in being
able to effectively communicate on a personal, academic and professional level. This
challenge, however, is often difficult to explain to adult learners and agents alike
when they have only been exposed to traditional, teacher‐centered curriculum. For
these individuals, I emphasize the written blog component of the curriculum and
then describe how students use their authentic experiences to develop their
academic writing skills.
Challenge #2: Transportation Liability
IEPs should aim to organize community‐based excursions within walking
distance of their institution. Institutions, however, should still seek ways to limit
their liability particularly for those rare occasions by which students are required to
use transportation to get to and from a hosting site. It is recommended that
institutions create a policy that would forbid teachers from driving students in their
personal cars. Institutions are also recommended to seek legal council as a method
of identifying additional ways to limit liability. In some cases, this liability could be
decreased by using public transportation or by requiring students to find their own
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transportation. IEPs who are associated with a university may also be able to use
their pre‐established transportation policies
Challenge #3: Organization
The CE elective does require a lot of initial time and commitment on the
behalf of the teacher to establish community connections and to develop lesson
plans. For these reasons, I am suggesting that the class be taught by someone other
than the regular IEP full‐time teachers. As stated in the job description (Appendix I),
this job is perfectly suitable for a long‐term intern or qualified volunteer whose job
is solely dedicated to the coordination and facilitation of this class. It is also my
hope that the curriculum outlined in this capstone can be easily mimicked or
adapted to provide a manageable and meaningful framework suitable to a variety of
elective timeframes.

Program Competition
ILI faces competition from a wide variety of sources including in‐state IEPs,
other major U.S bi‐coastal IEPs, English language software companies, as well as on‐
line education providers (ILI Strategic Plan, 2010, p. 3). In recent years, ILI has
chosen to distinguish itself from this competition by refocusing its marketing
strategy to highlight its superior location. This location can be regarded as being
excellent for a variety of reasons.
Gillian Evans, reporter for Language Travel Magazine, wrote in her article
entitled Golden Massachusetts, “in language and education travel terms,
Massachusetts is a diamond. Home to over 100 universities, colleges and language
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schools; it is also steeped in a rich historical legacy” (January, 2011 p. 60). She also
described its largest city, Boston, as being “compact and manageable in comparison
to many of the USA’s other world‐famous cities…and is ideal for students who want
to experience life in a US city but do not want the ‘hustle and bustle’ of big
metropolises like New York, Los Angeles or Chicago” (p. 61). Agent perspectives,
also identified in this article, praised Boston for its famous schools, proximity to
New York and Washington, D.C., as well as its plethora of museums, sports, art
galleries and libraries.
ILI is only an hour and a half drive from the city of Boston and is located in
the small town of Northampton. The town is highly recognized in the State of
Massachusetts for being extremely vibrant and diverse, offering “plenty of cultural
activities, restaurants and bars but with a much lower cost of living than Boston”
(Language Travel Magazine, January 2011, p. 62). ILI’s Director, Caroline Gear, is
quoted in the Golden Massachusetts article stating that Northampton “has all the
cultural, business, and educational amenities of an urban area surrounded by a
beautiful, rural landscape with incredible recreational opportunities” (p. 62).
Northampton is the home of approximately 29,000 permanent residents
whose welcoming and supportive attitudes help to make visiting students feel safe
and at home in their new community. ILI students are encouraged to stay in
homestays so that they may gain a deeper sense of the local, American culture. It is
common for students at ILI to return to visit their host families long after they have
completed their studies at ILI.
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As a small, not‐for‐profit language school, ILI makes student relations a
priority. Its dedicated teachers and staff welcome new students into their school
and into their hearts. It is common for students to remain in touch with teachers
and staff at ILI through Facebook groups dedicated to ILI students both past and
current.

Program Marketing
In recent years, ILI has been developing its marketing strategy with a goal of
increasing the IEP student body by ten percent by 2013 (ILI strategic plan, 2010, p.
11). ILI understands that many IEPs are similar in terms of class size, English
proficiency levels, course hours, tuition, and accommodation options thus making it
very difficult for potential students to choose their most suitable program. To
separate from the competition, ILI has chosen to tailor their marketing strategy to
draw attention to both their ideal location and their supportive community of
Northampton, Massachusetts.
The CE elective will strengthen this marketing strategy as it demonstrates
how IEP students are interacting with this town and community to develop
intercultural competency skills as well as students’ understanding of American
culture. This community excursion‐based elective, as identified in the Needs
Assessment of this Capstone project, is a relatively unique course in its ability to
allow students to witness and understand the everyday routines and practices of a
local American community.
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Conclusion:
In today’s pluralistic society, it is necessary that students are able to
demonstrate intercultural knowledge and skills. Many international students are
choosing to develop these as they choose to enter the United States in pursuit of
their academic and professional dreams. For many of these individuals, IEPs act as
their first steps in this journey. As language providers aim to prepare these
students for their academic and professional careers, they have a responsibility to
teach students how to communicate effectively and appropriately in their new
American culture.
Appropriately designed excursion opportunities are especially valuable in
IEPs as they help students to overcome their initial culture shock, which further
enables them to evolve their identity from a tourist to a sojourner. These
opportunities, not unlike the internships, service‐learning and field learning
placements recognized by researcher Michael Steinberg, also allow students to have
“direct encounters with work cultures, social attitudes, gender relationships,
organizational structures, legal arrangements, moral norms and many other
unfamiliar patterns of behavior, communication and organization” (2002, p. 212).
When these excursions are supported by pre and post lessons, similar to those
identified in this Capstone project, they can further motivate students to analyze
their host culture as well as their own.
While the CE course was designed as a three‐day elective course for ILI, it
certainly has many applicable ideas and elements for other IEPs across the nation.
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The essential components of this course include: appropriate excursions that expose
students to the everyday social rhythms and practices of the local society, a
supportive and motivated teacher, and a three‐part curriculum that includes both
pre and post excursion lessons. It is also highly encouraged that programs seek the
excursion destinations that are in close proximity of their own institutions so they
can generate a greater sense of community and belonging.
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Appendix A: Elective Schedule
MONTHS

JAUARY &
JULY

FEBRUARY &
AUGUST

MARCH &
SEPTEMBER

APRIL &
OCTOBER

MAY &
NOVEMBER

JUNE &
DECEMBER

EXCURSIONS*

DAILY
THEME

(1.5 hours)

Education

Week 1:
Week 2:
Week 3:
Week 4:

Public Elementary School
Public High School
Private High School
College / University

Health and
Welfare

Week 1:
Week 2:
Week 3:
Week 4:

Dentist Office
Urgent Care
Hospital
Rehabilitation Center

Week 1:
Week 2:
Week 3:
Week 4:

Chamber of Commerce
Post Office
Library
Newspaper

Environment

Week 1:
Week 2:
Week 3:
Week 4:

Dept. of Environmental Protection
Wastewater Treatment Plant
Sanitation Department (landfill)
Recycling/Compost Center

Food and
Agriculture

Week 1:
Week 2:
Week 3:
Week 4:

Local Farmers’ Market
CSA Farm (Community Supported Agriculture)
Food Bank Distribution Center
Survival Center

Law and
Order **

Week 1:
Week 2:
Week 3:
Week 4:

Police Station
Court House
Jail
Rehabilitation Center

Information

ALTERNATIVE
EXCURSIONS
Alternative Excursions:
Charter School,
Alternative School,
Vocational School,


Alternative Excursions:
Ambulance Bay,
Physical Therapy Office,
Specific Medical Dept.,
Nursing Home,


Alternative Excursions:
Radio Station,


Alternative Excursions:
Tree Farm
Fish ladder,
Guest Speaker:
*Peddle People,

Alternative Excursions:
Soup Kitchen,
Green House,


Alternative Excursions:
City Hall,



This suggested CE elective schedule has been created to simply act as a guide. The actual schedule will need to
be flexible and must be able to accommodate the following considerations: availability of hosting community
representatives, number of teaching weeks each month, holidays, season and weather, student enrollment,
and student needs.
* Guest speakers may be invited to present in lieu of an excursion if it is more appropriate
** This theme has sensitive subject matter –students must be fully aware of the excursion destinations prior
to sign‐up and must express interest in attending each excursion. All efforts will be made to ensure students’
physical and emotional safety.
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Appendix B: Associated Activities Schedule

MONTHS

DAILY
THEME
Education

JAUARY &
JULY

FEBRUARY &
AUGUST

MARCH &
SEPTEMBER

APRIL &
OCTOBER

MAY &
NOVEMBER

JUNE &
DECEMBER

Health and
Welfare

Information

Environment

Food and
Agriculture

Law and
Order

POTENTIAL ASSOCIATED MONTHLY ACTIVITIES*







Visit University Fair
Attend University Sporting Events
Attend Musical Performance
Attend Theater Performance








Offer First Aid/CPR Course
Host a Women’s Health Workshop
Exercise Session‐ hike/ski
Trip to Pharmacy








Visit local historical places/monuments
Movie Night!
Community Tours
Make a School Newsletter








Visit Botanical Garden
Visit Art Exhibit that features art from recycled materials
Host a recycled art competition
Celebrate Earth Day!







Visit restaurants that serve locally grown food
Celebrate Fall Harvest/ Spring
Plant a garden!








Volunteer at a local soup kitchen or food bank
Movie night!
Student play depicting aspects of American Law
Attend a Community Meeting

*The list of associated monthly activities is a suggested list only and should not necessarily be
followed as displayed.
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Appendix C: ILI Administration and Office Staff

Executive
Director

IEP
Admissions
Coordinator

Director

Business
Manager

Host Family
Coordinator

Operations and
Human
Resources

General Office
Administrative
Coordinator
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Appendix D: Survey

47

48
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Appendix E: Survey Responses

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65
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Appendix F: Sample IEP Schedule

Retrieved February 18, 2012 from: http://www.ili.edu/iep.html

Proposed Elective Schedule:
Time

Monday

Tuesday

Choice A

1:00-2:30

Choice B

(once/week)
Examples include:




American History

Wednesday

(three PM classes/week)
Examples include:


Community Excursions (CE)

Idioms through



Academic Writing

music



Test Prep

Idioms through



American Literature

film



Pronunciation



Debate



Current Events



Test Prep



Pronunciation

Thursday

Friday
No PM

electives
offered
(computer

lab is open
for student
use)
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Appendix G: Reflection Sample (Post‐excursion)
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Appendix H: Information Package Checklist

The following information must be sent out to each hosting community
representative at the time of scheduling.

ILI Brochure‐ introducing mission and programs

Letter from teacher‐ introducing CE elective, students, and excursion goals
and expectations

Vocabulary Handout‐ identifying target vocabulary that will be introduced
and practiced in the classroom prior to excursion.

Optional Feedback Form‐ will provide helpful information for future visits.
E.g. best times to schedule a tour, additional target vocabulary and more.

Thank You Coupon‐ 10% off ILI World Language Classes!
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Appendix I: Job Description
ILI of Massachusetts has an immediate opening for a Volunteer Teaching Position
for its Community Excursion‐based elective (CE). ILI is a private non‐for profit
language school located in Northampton, Massachusetts. It has gained international
recognition for its excellent language and teacher training programs. ILI’s
philosophy of teaching is learner‐centered and participatory. For more information
on ILI please visit: www.ili.edu
The CE elective aims to expose students to American Culture though local
community‐based excursions that provide insight to the everyday routines and
practices of local businesses, organizations, institutions and services.
Position:
Volunteer Teacher: Community Excursion‐Based Elective (CE)
Reports to: ‐Chris Elliott – Coordinator of the Intensive English Program
‐Caroline Gear – Director
Location:
‐ILI classroom
‐Northampton and surrounding communities
Duration:
We aim to offer this elective year‐round with new student enrollment
each month. Preference will be given to applicants who can commit to
a minimum of six months.
General Job Description: The CE teacher will introduce students to American
Culture through a combination of classroom and community excursions. The
teacher will prepare students for these community excursions by teaching lessons
that introduce targeted vocabulary and themes that are associated with each
destination. While on excursions, the CE teacher will step back from the teaching
role and will act as more of a ‘guide on the side’ while a local community
representative gives a tour. The teacher will resume his/her role as teacher in the
follow‐up class that is designed to help students reflect and get the most
understanding out of their experience. The teacher will both monitor and
participate in a student blog that further extends each community‐based excursion.
The CE teacher will be specifically responsible for:
 Coordinating monthly excursions to local businesses, organizations,
institutions and services
 Developing and maintaining community relations through professional
conduct
 Creating and teaching pre‐excursion lessons and post‐excursion lessons
 Preparing back‐up lesson plans in the event that the excursion is cancelled
 Guiding students on community excursions
 Ensuring the physical and emotional safety of each individual student
 Overseeing and addressing student behavior
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Monitoring and participating in student blogs
Tracking student attendance
Attending as many monthly ILI staff workshops as possible

Minimum Qualifications:
 Must be TESOL certified
 Must have First Aid/CPR
 Must be flexible and adaptable
 Must be energetic and a strong team player
 Must have strong cross‐cultural and intercultural communication skills
 Must be detail orientated and must have strong organizational abilities
 Must have experience working with international students
Preferred Qualifications:
 General understanding of Northampton and surrounding communities
 Knowledge and understanding of ILI and the Intensive English Program
 Bachelor’s degree in related field
 Experience studying and/or working abroad
 Foreign language proficiency
 Experience working in a not‐for‐profit
 Experience with international student programming
 Experience leading students into community
 Experience with Blogging
Compensation:
This is an unpaid volunteer position. The successful candidate will be able to
participate in ILI professional development sessions that take place in the format of
monthly workshops. The successful candidate will be eligible to enroll in any of ILI’s
World Languages programs for free after a six‐month commitment assuming that
there is space in the class. This offer is valid only as long as the successful candidate
is volunteering at ILI.
To apply:
All applicants must submit a cover letter and resume by e‐mail to: heather@ili.edu.
Please include the words CE Teacher Application in the subject line. Cover letters
should be addressed to Caroline Gear.
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Appendix J: Sample Weekly Lesson Plan Outline
Monthly Theme: Food and Agriculture
Week 2:
Week 1
Excursion Destination: Local Farmer’s Market
Website: http://www.farmfresh.org/food/farmersmarkets_details.php?market=213
Hosting Community Representative Info: name/position/e‐mail/phone #
Week 2
Excursion Destination: Community Supported Agriculture Farm (CSA)
Website: http://crimsonandcloverfarm.com
Hosting Community Representative Info: name/position/e‐mail/phone #
Week 3
Excursion Destination: Food Bank Distribution Center (Foodbank of Western Massachusetts)
Website: http://www.foodbankwma.org
Hosting Community Representative Info: name/position/e‐mail/phone #
Week 4
Excursion Destination: Northampton Survival Center
Website: http://www.northamptonsurvival.org
Hosting Community Representative Info: name/position/e‐mail/phone #

Week: 2
Class: Pre‐excursion
Location: ILI Computer Lab

Date: Tuesday, May 8, 2012
Time: 1:00‐2:30

Materials:

‐Computers, poster paper, markers, and dictionary

Warm‐up:

‐Review lessons from last week (topic: Farmers’ Market)
‐Review targeted vocabulary through a Q/A activity done in partners

Presentation: ‐Introduce this week’s theme and excursion to the CSA Farm.
‐Do the first part of the K‐W‐L chart (Know, want‐to‐know, learned)
to elicit students’ prior knowledge.
‐Introduce the week’s target vocabulary (through a mix‐and‐match
activity done in teams) then post vocabulary in classroom
Practice:

‐Work in partners to read a section of the CSA farm’s website.
Students will identify all target vocabulary being used in context.
Each time the students find a target vocabulary word they yell it out
for their classmates to hear!

Production: ‐Students will create posters to highlight sentences that use the key
vocabulary being used in context. Students will then present their
poster to their classmates.
Conclusion: ‐Re‐cap and do the second part of the K‐W‐L chart. (Want to know)
Homework: ‐Students will create a couple of questions for the Hosting Community
Representative (to be submitted to teacher the next morning)
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Week: 2
Class: Excursion
Location: Crimson and Clover Farm

Date: Wednesday, May 9, 2012
Time: 1:00‐2:30 (potentially later if necessary)

Materials:

‐Appropriate clothing, target vocabulary handouts, questions for
hosting community representatives, note‐taking materials, and
cameras

Warm‐up:

‐Review target vocabulary
‐Students practice asking their homework questions (done en‐route)

Presentation: ‐Introductions and brief orientation
Practice:

‐Students will participate in a guided tour of the CSA farm given by the
hosting community representative.
‐Students will listen, observe and take notes to demonstrate
understanding

Production: ‐Students will ask questions and engage in discussion to demonstrate
their knowledge of target vocabulary and concepts
Conclusion: ‐Students will orally re‐cap the excursion using words that reflect
students’ 5 senses!
Homework: ‐Identify two things that you learned; upload any pictures from
excursion! May choose to read suggested articles identified by
teacher.
Week: 2
Class: Post‐excursion
Location: ILI computer lab

Date: Thursday, May 10, 2012
Time: 1:00‐2:30

Materials:

‐Computer, pictures from excursion, notes/hand‐outs from
excursion/poster paper

Warm‐up:

‐Partner reflection exercise

Presentation: ‐The teacher will demonstrate and model reflection skills.
Practice:

‐Students will orally reflect upon their excursion experience to
strengthen vocabulary, grammar and pronunciation

Production: ‐Students will write and post blog entries (using: www.kidblog.org)
Conclusion: ‐Students will answer the final part of the K‐W‐L (what they learned)
Homework: ‐Students will comment on three of their classmate’s blog entries.
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Appendix K: Blog
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Appendix L: Feedback Sample (End of Course)
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